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Upcoming Events
Picnic day-Friendship Day
Last Friday we enjoyed a picnic lunch with our surprise guest for the day –
Mrs Lord. Mrs Lord is a casual teacher whom the students haven’t seen for a
long time and I know that they really enjoy having her teach them.

Intensive Swimming Program
Week 6 (16-20 November)

Mrs Lord sent me a message Friday afternoon saying what a wonderful day
she had with everyone and to thank parents for sending in something to
share. She also said that teaching our students was always a delight.
Students listened to the story ‘Rosie’s Really a Country Dog’ and then
created a postcard from a dog to them.

Students made a page for friendship where other students wrote what they
liked about them on it.
At one stage, Mrs Lord turned into a robot and students had to tell her how to
make a fruit kebab. Lots of laughs with that one! The students soon worked out
how important explicit instructions are.

Fun friendship games for sport in the afternoon ended a great day of learning.

Our Ant study
Yesterday we plotted our results collected over the week, into a graph.
Students then analysed the results, compared them to their original
predictions and gave reasons for the outcomes. A few students had to add a
dotted line to their graphs representing interference by a chicken, but this is
part and parcel of a scientific experiment and also highlights the importance
of conducting more than one test.
What we hypothesized regarding the types of seeds the ants would eat didn’t
happen. The data also showed that where the experiments were placed
made a big difference to what was eaten as well.

Kindergarten Orientation Days
Begin on Fridays from November 6

It will be interesting to find out how are experiment compared to other
school’s results and the conclusions overall.
Tomorrow I will be at school but spending the day in a Zoom meeting with
other Principals and our Director for Professional Learning, Mrs Houlden will
be on class.

Alison Bath

Break and Enters
It appears that break and enters onto school sites have begun again
in our local area- General Assistant Sheds are again being targeted.
Please keep an eye out around our schools and if you notice any
suspicious activity contact police.

